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The recent identification of shear-induced phases in the isotropic melts of liquid crystal polymers shows that
these materials are expected to display original nonlinear behaviors. We have investigated the flow behavior of
a nematic sidechain polymer above its isotropic-nematic transition temperature. Nonlinear rheology and bire-
fringence measurements indicate the appearance, above a critical shear rate, of the shear-induced isotropic-
nematic phase transition. The rheological behavior of this induced phase is characterized by undamped time-
periodic shear stress oscillations. These sustained oscillations are interpreted in terms of a stick-slip mechanism
alternating high-friction static state and low-friction kinetic state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.061706 PACS number~s!: 83.80.Xz, 47.20.Hw, 83.50.Ax, 64.70.MdPolymers are non-Newtonian fluids @1# whereas liquid
crystals do not behave as simple fluids close to phase transi-
tions @2#. When these two complex fluids are coupled to form
a melt of sidechain liquid crystal polymers ~SCLCPs!, the
resulting rheological behavior is expected to be peculiar. The
very first flow studies @3# have indeed indicated that SCLCP
melts display strong nonlinear behaviors above the isotropic-
nematic transition temperature (TNI). This behavior looks
similar to the well-studied shear-induced behavior of giant
micelle solutions which display a shear-induced I-N transi-
tion above TNI @4,5#. The SCLCP shear-induced transition
was revealed by flow birefringence and via the existence of a
stress plateau in the stress versus shear rate curve. The stress
plateau can be explained by entering an unstable flow region;
above a critical shear rate, the region is characterized by a
decreasing stress with increasing shear rate. The system is
then supposed to phase separate into homogeneous bands
~shear banding! to maintain the imposed shear rate @5#. The
existence of such nonequilibrium states opens the question of
identification of the coupling parameters associated with the
critical shear rate. Clearly, the shear induced SCLCP critical
times are not associated with the lifetime of the pretransi-
tional fluctuations, suggesting a coupling with slower time
scales which could be rather consistent with the existence of
macroscopic heterogeneities as proposed by Collin et al. @6#.
The shear-induced phase conformation of the polymer main
chain was also determined using small angle neutron scatter-
ing. For a LC polymer characterized in the equilibrium nem-
atic phase by a perpendicular main chain/mesogen coupling
~oblate conformation!, we observed that the initially perpen-
dicular coupling is inverted in the shear-induced nematic
phase to a parallel coupling with the main-chain conforma-
tion becoming prolate @3#. This structural rearrangement can
be proposed as a working hypothesis to explain the appear-
ance of shear-induced transitions in SCLCP isotropic melts.
The purpose of the present paper is to analyze the flow be-
havior produced above TNI by a SCLCP whose main-chain
conformation is already prolate in the equilibrium nematic
phase @7#. The experimental techniques used are nonlinear
rheology and flow birefringence. A nonequilibrium phase
*Corresponding author.1063-651X/2003/68~6!/061706~5!/$20.00 68 0617compatible with shear-banding is identified together with the
observation of a second nonlinear behavior corresponding to
an oscillating regime.
The SCLCP chosen, PA4-CN, is characterized as a prolate
nematic polymer @7#. The monomers have been synthesized
at the Laboratoire Le´on Brillouin and polymerized by Poly-
merExpert via controlled radical polymerization. The poly-
mer described here corresponds to a molecular weight of
M W585 800 and a polydispersity index of I51.1. This mo-
lecular weight corresponds to a nonentangled polymer and
no rubbery plateau was found in viscoelastic measurements.
This PA4-CN presents the following succession of me-
sophases: Tg-30 °C-N-116 °C-I and corresponds to the for-
mula
Rheological measurements were performed with a Rheo-
metric Dynamic Analyser ~RDA II! using an aluminum cone
and plate cell ~diameter, 12 mm; angle, 0.17 rad! and an
aluminum plate-plate cell ~diameter, 12 mm; gap, 0.5 mm! in
a controlled shear rate mode. Birefringence measurements
were carried out, at various gaps from 60 to 200 mm, with a
custom-improved Linkam setting equipped with a Quartz
plate-plate type shear cell.
Figure 1~a! displays the shear stress versus time evolution
for different shear rates at T5122 °C (DT5T2TNI56 °C
above the nematic-isotropic transition!. At low shear rates, as
long as the flow does not exceed 16 s21, the stress response
is constant; the isotropic melt presents a Newtonian re-
sponse. For shear rates of 17, 18, and 19 s21, the stress
weakly overshoots at short times and then relaxes ~in less
than 1000 s! to the same stationary state stress value s
53900 Pa. This indicates the departure from the Newtonian
behavior. The stationary stress versus shear rate curve, mea-
sured at the same temperature, is displayed in the inset of
Fig. 1~a!. The stationary curves are obtained by applying
each strain rate for a time tw51000 s, after which the mea-
sured stress value is averaged over a time t r5100 s. These
measurements are independent of the transient ones since the
shear rate is incremented without relaxing between two suc-©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
C. PUJOLLE-ROBIC AND L. NOIREZ PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 061706 ~2003!FIG. 1. Nonlinear rheology, in cone-plate geometry, at T5122 °C (DT5T2TNI56 °C). ~a! Shear stress vs time at different shear rates:
n, 12 s21; h, 15 s21; 3, 17 s21; L, 18 s21; d, 19 s21; -j-, 19.5 s21; --s--, 20 s21; -1-, 22 s21. The inset shows the stationary shear stress
vs shear rate. ~b! Dependence of the inverse of the pseudoperiod t1 . ~c! Shear stress vs time for g˙: -3-, 20 s21; -d-, 22 s21; 2, 26 s21; -j-,
40 s21; -h-, 50 s21. ~d! Evolution as a function of the applied shear rate of the two characteristic times of the period: D (t1) and . (t2),
of the amplitude h ~A! and of the s ~maximum! and d ~minimum! stress values of the oscillation. The dotted lines are guides to the eye.
~e! Evolution vs shear rate of the stationary shear stress at various temperatures below and above the isotropic-nematic temperature: s,
DT526 °C; h, DT521 °C; 3, DT511 °C; n, DT516 °C; l, DT519 °C; ., DT5114 °C; and d, DT5119 °C.061706-2
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.g˙C1517 s21, the shear stress evolves no longer linearly
with the shear rate and a narrow stress plateau is appearing.
For the equivalent shear rates, the rheomicroscopy measure-
ments @Fig. 2~a!# show a nonlinear evolution of the flow
birefringence. The texture indicates that the induced phase is
nematic and of shear aligning type. These results indicate a
shear-induced nematic phase transition appearing through a
flow birefringence banding process as illustrated in the inset
and as already previously observed @3#.
At g˙>g˙*519.5 s21, the shear stress curve presents a
new nonlinear behavior: there is at first for a short time, a
stress overshoot followed after 1000 s by the appearance of
time-periodic stress variation oscillating around an average
stress value of 3200 Pa. The shape of the oscillation is
strongly asymmetrical, indicating a two-step process involv-
ing two distinct mechanisms: a slow one corresponding to
the stress decrease ~characterized by the time t1) and a rapid
one corresponding to the stress increase (t2).
For applied shear rates between 19.5,g˙,23 s21, the pe-
riod of the time-periodic stress oscillations decreases, keep-
ing, however, the same amplitude and defining an apparent
second stress plateau as shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a! ~the
data displayed in the inset at g˙.g˙* correspond to average
stress values!. The inset of Fig. 1~a! indicates also that this
pseudostress plateau is below the stress value at the stress
FIG. 2. Rheomicroscopy measurements: ~a! Onset of the non-
linear evolution of the birefringence vs shear rate (l5470 nm; gap,
100 mm!, measured at different temperatures above the isotropic-
nematic transition: d, DT51 °C; 3, DT53 °C; l, DT55 °C;
L, DT59 °C. ~b! Time transient evolution of the transmitted in-
tensity between crossed polarizers at g˙530 s21 and DT55 °C.
These results are independent of the gap setting from 60 to 200 mm.
The inset illustrates the appearance of a flow birefringence band in
the ~velocity, gradient of velocity! plane at g˙56.5 s21 and DT
51 °C ~gap, 1 mm!.06170plateau; the oscillating state corresponds thus to a minimized
constant stress. Studying the variation of the oscillation pe-
riod with the imposed shear rate in greater detail, one can
find that the rapid time t2 is invariant and that the inverse of
the slow time t1 follows a linear law with the shear rate as
shown in Fig. 1~b!. The rapid time t2 is not illustrated since
it remains close to 10 s whatever the shear rate.
Figure 1~c! presents the evolution of the stress oscillations
at T5122 °C at higher shear rate. It indicates that a second
oscillating regime takes place for shear rates above a new
critical shear rate g˙.g˙**523 s21. This second regime of
oscillation is characterized by the invariance of the oscilla-
tion period ~and so t1 and t2) and by a decreasing minimum
stress value with the applied shear rate keeping however a
constant maximum stress value. Figure 1~d! presents the evo-
lution of the different parameters characterizing the oscilla-
tions in the two regimes. The crossover between the two
regimes is characterized by the beginning of the decrease in
the minimum stress value and the conservation of the slow
time t1 .
Analogous shear stress behaviors are observed at other
temperatures, at least up to DT519 °C above the isotropic-
nematic transition and also with a plate-plate geometry, dis-
playing first the stress plateau and, at higher shear rates, sus-
tained oscillations. Figure 1~e! illustrates the evolution of the
shear stress versus shear rates at various temperatures. One
can notice that below the isotropic-nematic transition, shear
induced undamped oscillations are also generated but with-
out developing an apparent stress plateau. Finally, no time-
dependent phenomenon can be noticed by the optical obser-
vation of the gap during the experiment.
The stability of the phenomenon with respect to the tem-
perature, to the flow geometry and the long-lived oscillation
periods ~.50 s! which are incommensurate with the rotation
of the rotor but proportional ~for 19.5,g˙,23 s21) to the
inverse of a reduced shear rate, point out a mechanism de-
finitively due to genuine physical properties of the material
and more particularly related to its ordered state ~it does not
appear as long as the shear-induced phase is not achieved!.
Flow instabilities of different nature may happen when
shearing viscoelastic systems @8# or nematics @9#. In the
present case, the stress oscillations cannot be assimilated
with the establishment of a tumbling regime @10,11#, since no
damping is observed even after 4000 s and no time-periodic
oscillations are detected in the birefringence experiments
@Fig. 2~b!#.
Flow-induced oscillating viscosity, in controlled shear
stress mode, was reported in the case of lyotropic lamellar
phases near a transition from a disordered to an ordered state
@10#. These oscillations were related to a hysteresis phenom-
enon in the stress versus shear rate curve, which is not ob-
served here. Light scattering data indicated that the lyotropic
viscosity oscillation corresponds to the time-periodic alterna-
tion of two distinct structures. It results in a conservation of
amplitude of the viscosity oscillations regardless of the ap-
plied stress, the top and the bottom corresponding to the two
states. In the SCLCP case, the second state is not developed
and there is no alternation of the two phases @12#. Also in the
SCLCP case, the absence of flow birefringence oscillations6-3
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appear in the quartz shear cell or that it is below the instru-
mental resolution. In both cases, it implies that the oscillation
does not reflect an intrinsic bulk property ~determined by the
flow parameters! but a mechanism generated at the boundary
and by the anchoring conditions. Now, if the shear stress
reaches a value such that the viscous deformation is no
longer possible, an interfacial friction state takes place. The
energy excess is evacuated in a slip mechanism. The asym-
metry of the oscillations evokes typically a stick-slip behav-
ior implying a zone of cohesive rupture @13,14#. During the
slip process, the measured shear stress is an apparent lowered
value in agreement with the observed lower stress value of
the pseudoplateau. The mechanism is here complicated by
the conjugated properties of both phase and polymer vis-
coelasticity. In solid-entangled polymer melts or solutions
the slip is an expected phenomenon; the conformational en-
tropy of the macromolecule close to the surface is lower than
in the bulk @13#. Above a critical shear rate, the chain under
tension loses its anchoring contact creating a slip layer on or
near the surface of a lower frictional state similar to that of
an unentangled polymer fluid @14#. In the stick-slip process,
this slip layer relaxes sticking again to the substrate. This
stick process together with the stretch phase is at the origin
of the shear stress increase in stick-slip phenomena, whereas
slipping explains the abrupt stress decrease.
From considerations above and information carried out
from our experiments ~since during the slip, we do access
apparent viscosity and stress values!, the following analysis
is proposed for the interpretation of the time-dependent os-
cillation. The abrupt stress increase of the oscillation is iden-
tified as the sticking and stretching phase, whereas the slow
stress decrease is associated with a progressive disanchoring
of the polymer at the interface. The key point in a stick-slip
mechanism is that the bulk cohesion forces have to be stron-
ger than the anchoring forces. Indeed, stick-slip is appearing
when the flow conditions are no longer fulfilled, i.e., the
viscous dissipation is no more enabled and becomes substi-
tuted by a friction mechanism. Here, it seems that the
nematic-solid interface triggers off the stick-slip mechanism
more easily than the isotropic-solid interface one. Indeed,
below TNI , the oscillation is appearing immediately above a
low critical shear rate, whereas above TNI , the end of the
stress plateau should be reached @Fig. 1~e!#. Above TNI , the
starting of the oscillating mechanism can be due to an auto-
phobic effect; an anchoring condition change occurs when
the nematic phase comes into contact with the solid interface
~the nematic phase should therefore fill the entire gap!. The
stick-slip results also from a cohesive feature, i.e., the non-
equilibrium polymer nematic state behaves as a network of
elastic links with respect to the interface. The lifetime of the
dynamic contact links determines the order of magnitude of
the two characteristic times t1 and t2 of the oscillation pe-
riod @15#. These times are long and the stress oscillation
amplitude low showing that the anchoring forces are weak;
i.e., the melt is not so far away from the static friction state,
like a weakly crosslinked network. In the first regime of
oscillations defined by constant minimum and maximum
stress values, the initial and terminal states are recovered,06170only the period t1 changes: this is an elastic regime. The
elastic character appears also in the proportionality relation-
ship between the disanchoring time (t1) and the inverse of
the reduced shear rate (g˙-g˙*) @Fig. 1~b!#. It defines a
‘‘strain’’ rate of 210, characterizing a smooth contact break-
ing @16#. Finally, the independence of the time (t2) with
respect to the applied shear rate seems to indicate that the
stretch process has a negligible contribution to the stress dur-
ing the resticking mechanism in agreement with a weak an-
choring condition.
The second regime of oscillation, at g˙>g˙*>g˙**
523 s21, is interpreted by the superposition of the present
stick-slip process, to a continuous modification of the an-
choring conditions; the stick-slip mechanism is preserved but
a continuous slip appears simultaneously within the sample.
This regime is characterized by constant t1 and t2 and a
decreasing minimum stress value with increasing shear rate.
When the applied shear rate is increased, the continuous slip
process (g˙slip) increases keeping a constant felt shear rate
g˙ f elt and thus the same ‘‘strain’’ rate; g˙applied5g˙ f elt
1g˙slip . In this nonelastic regime, the energy is dissipated
via a progressive decrease of the minimum stress value of the
oscillation. The ultimate state would imply a total continuous
slip.
We have investigated the flow behavior of a SCLCP char-
acterized by a prolate conformation in the equilibrium nem-
atic phase. At T.TNI , the simultaneous appearance, at a first
critical shear rate g˙C1 , of a flow birefringence and a stress
plateau in the shear stress versus shear rate curves, revealed
that this polymer presents a nonequilibrium isotropic to shear
aligning nematic transition under flow. This result shows that
shear-induced I-N transition is a general property of SCLCPs
which does not originate from specific main-chain/side chain
coupling allowed to undergo oblate to prolate transitions un-
der flow. The study of the transient stress evolution revealed,
above a second critical shear rate g˙*, a nonlinear behavior
characterized by time-periodic flow-induced oscillations. Bi-
refringence measurements indicated that bulk or phase
mechanisms such as tumbling are excluded revealing the en-
trance in a nonflow regime ~friction! compatible with a stick-
slip behavior. Two regimes of stress oscillations are identi-
fied depending on the applied shear rate. A first regime of
elastic response is identified at low shear rate, succeeded by
a second regime where a continuous wall slip occurs in ad-
dition to the initial stick-slip mechanism. These observations
were carried out on a nonentangled SCLCP and in its non-
equilibrium nematic state only. It fits the few numerous stud-
ies on low viscous materials @17,18# against the consensus
that unlike simple liquids, only entangled polymers can and
do violate the no-slip condition above a critical stress. The
fact that the oscillation takes place once the long range order
~nematic phase! is established, indicates that the phase pos-
sesses somehow the necessary cohesion to the polymer to
allow the slipping. This cohesion condition is also met to
explain the surprising stretching ability observed on unen-
tangled nematic SCLCPs @19#. Such features show that shear
banding models remain open for discussion. Varying the an-6-4
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characteristics of the material ~polymer length in particular!
is an essential challenge for understanding of the parameters
governing the balance from flow to nonflow conditions in
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